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Wowhead Fanbyte Everquest This is an early goal upgrade – expansion has only been out for about a week, so there wasn't enough time to figure out the actual power level of the decks yet. For this reason, I have decided to drop cover descriptions for now. We'll do another bigger update (with
descriptions) after the goal is installed in the week or two! Our Hearthstone level finish list ranks the top decks of Darkmoon Faire goal. We include the best list of covers for each archetype, as well as a brief description. You can also find links to other popular versions of the particular cover archetype.
Looking for the best wild decks? Check out here: Hearthstone's best wild goal covers. If you win 5 games on the Hearthstone ladder, this is the card back you'll receive this month (Season 80): If you're curious what the absolute best covers are right now, here's a list of them below. This list of cover ratings
is based on various sources, including Vicious Syndicate, HSreplay, as well as our own ladder experience. The covers provided are sample lists and are not always the only option when building for that particular archetype (for a complete list of covers, click on the link below the description). Tier 1 Decks
Tier 2 Decks Last updated on November 19, 2020 at 2pm by Kat Here you can find our latest Warlock covers for the latest expansion of Hearthstone: Madness at the Darkmoon Faire.The Warlock class can be played at a fast or slow pace, but both styles are built to take advantage of the same, the Power
Hero Warlock. Having access to the constant draw of cards allows an aggressive Warlock to play his hand and always be able to refill, while a Warlock Control will almost always have access to more options than his opponent. For a list of cards to draw up with priority, see our warlock brewing guide. Last
updated on June 07, 2020 at 2:00PM by Kat 6 comments This guide contains detailed information on strategy, mulligan and cover building to help improve your zoo warlock game for the outland target Ashes. Warlock Zoo is an aggressive plate-centred cover that has been around since the beginning of
Hearthstone. Use cheap and powerful minions to flood the board to create an early dominant board position that can snowball out of control for quick wins. As an Aggro cover, Zoo Warlock must be very fast on the board in order to secure the dominant position of the board to start making use of the
powerful synergies on the deck. If you already have Gul'dan's hand, you can also a copy of the expired merchant in the opening hand. Zoo Warlock's goal is to secure an early board position using cards like Blazing Battlemage and Voidwalker to secure the board and then further strengthen the board
with cards like Fiendish Servant and Beaming Sidekick. When fighting for control of the board, the deck also has access to Animated Broom and Magic Carpet to allow cheap minions in Cover to run effectively on enemy minions. This token-oriented version of the deck also uses Disciplinarian Gandling as
an efficient way to turn the many cheap minion into powerful threats. Against Aggro it is even more important to take any available value trading. Using the magic carpet will allow you to use all your 1 drops to trade immediately with your opponent. As aggro covers usually have no form of AoE to deal with
their board, maintaining control of the board is only often enough to win the game as they will simply overvalue their opponent. Against control it is important to play much more conservatively on the board. You should expect your board to be cleared at least once, so it is important to keep a fair amount of
resources in anticipation. Life Tap and Hand of Gul'dan will become your best friends as long as you have control of the board and will allow you to replengle your resources while you wait for opponents to react to your board of directors. Winning against control will usually require you to continually
repopulate your board and force your opponent to run out of removal and the board clears in your hand. Zoo Warlock Card Swaps Changelog 07 Aug. 2020: The cover list has been completely revised for the expansion of the Scholomance Academy. 07 Apr 2020: Deck has been updated for Outland's
Ashes expansion. Eliminated 2x Escarole Egg, 2x Crystallizer, 2x Mecharoo, 2x Grim Rally, 1x The Soularium, 1x SN1P-SN4P for 2x Expired Trader, 2x Nightshade Matron, 2x Hand of Gul'dan, 2x Evil Recruiter, 2x Darkglare 26 Mar. 2020: Cover has been updated for the Eliminated 1x Leeroy Jenkins
by 1x Giant of the Sea. December 10, 2019: Deck has been updated for Dragons Descent expansion. Eliminated 2x BAD Recruiter, 2x Imp Gang Boss by 2x Faceless Corruptor, 2x Scarab Egg. 09 Oct 2019: Deck has been updated for the Doom on the grave plot. Eliminated 2x Soulfire by 2x Imp Gang
Boss. 01 Sep. 2019: Deck has been updated for the September game season. Eliminated 2x Snake Egg, 1x Giant Sea, 1x Abusive Sergeant for Vulture Disease 2x, 2x Crystallizer. August 06, 2019: Deck has been updated for the expansion of the Saviors of Uldum. Eliminated 2x Scarab Egg, 2x Dire
Wolf Alpha, 2x Argent Squire, 1x Abusive Sergeant for 2x EVIL Recruiter, 2x Snake Egg, 2x Neferset Thrasher, 2x Evil Cable Rat 01 Jul. 2019: Deck has been reviewed for July card rotation. June 05, 2019: Deck has been updated for the June balance patch. Eliminated 1x Crystallizer by 1x SN1P-SN4P.
01, 2019: Cover updated for may game season. Eliminated 2x Doubling Imp, 2x Hench-Clan Hogsteed, 2x Anxious Underling, 2x Hench-Clan Hag, 1x Spellbreaker 2x Magic Carpet, 2x Mecharoo, 2x Argentinian Squire, 2x Abusive Sergeant, 1x Crystallizer. 08 Apr 2019: Cover and guide have been
completely reviewed for the expansion of Rise of Shadows. 03 Mar. 2019: Deck has been updated for the March game season. March. 2x Soul Infusion, 2x Duplication Imp for 2x Spellbreaker, 2x Despicable Dreadlord. January 01, 2019: Deck has been reviewed for the January playing season.
December 11, 2018: Deck has been reviewed and deemed appropriate for Rastakhan's Rumble expansion. October 26, 2018: Swapmed spellbreaker and Leeroy Jenkins again for Doomguards. 02 Sep. 2018: Swapmed the Doomguards for a Spellbreaker and a Leeroy Jenkins. 07 Aug. 2018: Updated
by the Boomsday Project: added The Soularium, Soul Infusion, and Doubling Imp. 18 Jul. 2018: Deck added. Show less Show Less
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